Vocabulary ‘The Den’ (Chapter 3):

Discuss the vocabulary before you read the chapter.
Which words do you know? Are there any you are unsure of?
Use a dictionary to clarify their meanings, or discuss them
with an adult!

Comprehension Questions
Vocabulary

1. What does the
phrase ‘he roared,
staring wildly around’
suggest about how Fred
is feeling?

Inference

Retrieve

4. How can you tell that 7. What sort of role do 8. What did Fred give
Fred is worried when
you think Fred is playing Max to make him stop
Max is missing?
in the group?
crying?

5. What was Con
thinking about Lila’s
2. Find and copy
plan when they were
another word on p20
deciding where to go
which means ‘soaked in’. next?

3. Find and copy
another word on p22
which shows the
flowers on the trees
were red.

Explain

9. How old is Max?
10. What did Lila want
to do with animals?

6. What impressions of
Con do you get from
these pages?

Note: There is not enough space between each question to answer them in full! Please write the
answers out in full sentences (where needed) on a piece of paper, in your book or on a word
document.

Comprehension Questions - Answers
Vocabulary

1. What does the phrase ‘he roared,
staring wildly around’ suggest about
how Fred is feeling? In the text,
roared suggests he is angry and scared.
He is shouting loudly as he does not
know where Max is and is worried he is
lost. He is searching frantically and he
shouts loudly for Max to hear him.
2. Find and copy another word on p20
which means ‘soaked in’. marinating
3. Find and copy another word on p22
which shows the flowers on the trees
were red. scarlet

Inference

4. How can you tell that Fred is worried when
Max is missing? I can tell that he is worried
as he repeatedly shouts for Max loudly
(roared) and he looks around the rainforest
wildly in search of him.

5. What was Con thinking about Lila’s plan
when they were deciding where to go next?
She thinks her plan to camp there is illogical,
and a silly idea and that they should go back
to where the plane crashed.
6. What impressions of Con do you get from
these pages? I get the impression that Con is
bossy as she is shouting at the other children
and telling them what to do. Additionally, I
get the impression that she is rude because
she makes remarks such as, ‘We don’t need
animal friends.. This isn’t a fairy tale!’ and
when she speaks to Fred she shouts, ‘You!
Boy, whatsyourname, Fred!’ which is quite
impolite.

Explain

7. What sort of role do you think
Fred is playing in the group?

I think that Fred is acting like a
mediator at the moment. He is
trying to stop the two girls from
arguing with each other and is
trying to reason with them and
listen to them both.
or
I think that Fred is becoming more
like a leader of the group. He is
looking after Max, and he has found
a shelter and convinced the rest of
the children to stay there. He is
brave and is making decisions for
the group which they are listening
to.

These are example answers,
please accept other valid answers
This is an example answer – synonyms would as long as they are clearly
justified from the text.
also be accepted along with any other
points with valid evidence from the text!
Other impressions: arrogant, confident,
cheeky, demanding, disrespectful etc.

Retrieve

8. What did Fred give Max to make
him stop crying? Fred gave Max a
mint (a humbug).
9. How old is Max? Max is five years
old
10. What did Lila want to do with
animals? Lilia wanted to eat the
animals.

